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TWIN NaNo-Lok EdgE
Shock Pack Cover Replacement Procedure
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1.0 SHOCK PACK COVER REMOVAL

After inspecting the Self Retracting Device (SRD) per its user instruction manual, perform the following steps if a new 
shock pack cover is required. The rest of the SRD must pass inspection before this procedure. See Figure 1 for reference:

1. Obtain a thin ruler or similarly-shaped object to use for removal of the shock pack cover. The object should be thin 
and flat, and neither end of the object should be sharp. Do not use scissors for removal of the shock pack cover.

2. Mark your ruler or other, similar tool 2.5” from one end.

3. Place the shock pack upon a flat surface. Place it so that its back side is facing up (the side without the labels). 

4. Insert the end of the tool from Steps 1 and 2 between the two layers of webbing at the location shown (see Figure 
4A). Slide the tool into the shock pack until it reaches the line marked at 2.5” (4B).

5. Slide the tool within the shock pack; first, all the way to the left, then all the way to the right. This should help to 
detach the black hook and loop materials within the shock pack.

6. With the tool still in place, grab the web strap (6A) of the shock pack and gently guide it out of the shock pack cover’s 
opening (6B).

7. Pull end of the web strap (7A) under the round bar (7B) of the interface.

8. With the shock pack cover now loose, alternately pull on each leg of the shock pack cover until it comes off the 
internal energy absorber.

9. With the shock pack cover removed, perform the following inspection of the internal energy absorber:

Component: Inspection: User
Competent 

Person

Internal Energy Absorbers 
(Figure 9.9)

Verify that the tear web (B) is not damaged and that it is contained 
within the two shrink tube pieces (A).

Ensure that the stitch pattern (E) is not damaged.

Confirm that the black plastic collar (C) and the rivet (D) are intact 
and not damaged.

 ; Dispose of the Nano-Lok Edge SRD if it has been subjected to fall arrest forces or if inspection reveals an unsafe or defective 
condition. Before disposing of the SRD, cut the cable lifeline in half or otherwise disable the SRD to eliminate the possibility of 
inadvertent use.

2.0 NEW SHOCK PACK COVER INSTALLATION

After removing an old shock pack cover through the procedure detailed in Section 1 (“Removal”), perform the following 
steps if a new shock pack cover needs to be installed. The rest of the SRD must pass inspection before this procedure, in 
addition to the internal energy absorbers inspection (see Section 1, Step 9). See Figure 2 for reference:

1. Place the new shock pack cover on a flat surface (see Figure 1A). Place it with its logo side down, alongside the SRD 
assembly, which should be placed with the buttons of its interface facing down (1B).

2. Open the end of the shock pack cover and insert the ends of the internal energy absorbers into the sleeve of 
the cover (2A). Pull the shock pack cover over the internal energy absorbers, feeding the two legs of the energy 
absorbers into separate pockets of the shock pack cover (2B).

3. Once the shock pack cover is pulled up to the mouth of the interface (3A), bring the web strap back into the sleeve of 
the shock pack cover. First, slide the web strap (3B) under the round bar of the interface (3C).

4. Insert the tool from Section 1 into the pocket on the end of the web strap.

5. With the tool still in the pocket of the web strap, guide the web strap and the tool inside the sleeve of the shock pack 
cover.

6. Continue to push the tool and web strap into the shock pack cover until the tool reaches the 2.5” line marked in 
Section 1, Step 2. The web strap should now be fully inserted within the shock pack cover.

7. Remove the tool from within the shock pack cover, keeping the web strap inside. Press the material now above the 
web strap down firmly, so that the hook and loop material locks the web strap into place.

8. Flip the SRD unit over and verify that the internal energy absorber is fully concealed by the new shock pack cover. 
The shock pack cover logo and the connector buttons of the interface should both be facing the same direction.

3.0 APPLICATION

The procedures covered in this supplemental instruction apply to the following Twin Nano-Lok Edge models only:

3500225 3500227 3500229 3500231 3500249 3500263

3500226 3500228 3500230 3500246 3500257 3500271



USa
3833 SALA Way 
Red Wing, MN 55066-5005 
Toll Free: 800.328.6146
Phone: 651.388.8282
Fax: 651.388.5065
3Mfallprotection@mmm.com

Brazil
Rua Anne Frank, 2621
Boqueirão Curitiba PR
81650-020
Brazil
Phone: 0800-942-2300
falecoma3m@mmm.com

Mexico
Calle Norte 35, 895-E
Col. Industrial Vallejo
C.P. 02300 Azcapotzalco
Mexico D.F.
Phone: (55) 57194820
3msaludocupacional@mmm.com

Colombia
Compañía Latinoamericana de Seguridad S.A.S.
Carrera 106 #15-25 Interior 105 Manzana 15
Zona Franca - Bogotá, Colombia
Phone: 57 1 6014777
fallprotection-co@mmm.com

Canada
260 Export Boulevard 
Mississauga, ON L5S 1Y9 
Phone: 905.795.9333 
Toll-Free: 800.387.7484 
Fax: 888.387.7484 
3Mfallprotection-ca@mmm.com

EMEa (Europe, Middle East, africa)
EMEA Headquarters:
Le Broc Center
Z.I. 1re Avenue - BP15
06511 Carros Le Broc Cedex
France
Phone: + 33 04 97 10 00 10
Fax: + 33 04 93 08 79 70
informationfallprotection@mmm.com

  australia & New Zealand
137 McCredie Road
Guildford
Sydney NSW 2161
Australia
Phone: +(61) 2 8753 7600
Toll-Free : 1800 245 002 (AUS)
Toll-Free : 0800 212 505 (NZ) 
Fax: +(61) 2 8753 7603 
anzfallprotectionsales@mmm.com

asia
Singapore:
1 Yishun Avenue 7
Singapore 768923
Phone: +65-6450 8888
Fax: +65-6552 2113
TotalFallProtection@mmm.com

China:
38/F, Maxdo Center, 8 Xing Yi Rd
Shanghai 200336, P R China
Phone: +86 21 62753535
Fax: +86 21 52906521
3MFallProtecton-CN@mmm.com

Korea:
3M Koread Ltd
20F, 82, Uisadang-daero,
Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul
Phone: +82-80-033-4114
Fax: +82-2-3771-4271
TotalFallProtection@mmm.com

Japan:
3M Japan Ltd
6-7-29, Kitashinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo
Phone: +81-570-011-321
Fax: +81-3-6409-5818
psd.jp@mmm.com

WEBSITE:
3M.com/FallProtection
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EU DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY:
3M.com/FallProtection/DOC


